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It was broadcast on Disney Channel on August 3, 2009. The movie was filmed in November 2008 in Vancouver, British Columbia. On the movie's DVD release, the film has been noted for being the first Disney Channel Original Movie to be advertised on MTV and also the last to air on Disney Channel in the United States. Synopsis In a small town near New York City, James "Jimmy" Harper (Joey
Grace) is returning home from his grandmother's funeral. He and his grandfather leave the funeral when they are shocked to see that the streets are blocked by the New York City police. Jimmy meets with five friends to get their advice on what to do with his future. Tamra Banks (Bryce Midgen) is the girl that Jimmy has a crush on. Eric Rivera (Cameron Monaghan) is a popular but temperamental
boy who Jimmy likes, hoping to get closer to Eric. Sam Evans (Lea Michele) is a preppy girl who is Jimmy's best friend. David Silver (Andrew Rothenberg) is a rich boy who is Tamra's boyfriend. Finally, Tavi Gevinson (Estelle Harris) is a quirky girl who lives in Sam's garage. The characters decide to take their situation to the Wizard of Waverly Place (Dan Castellaneta) for help. When they arrive,
they meet with the wizard and his assistant. The wizard's assistant gives them a tour of the castle, which she states is the largest place in the world, and gives them some advice. The wizard encourages the group to make a decision as soon as possible. He tells them to do what they are passionate about, and recommends that they go out and find their strengths. Jimmy's grandfather offers to teach him
about wizards, but the wizard tells Jimmy that he does not need his grandfather. Jimmy is surprised at the wizard's boldness. He also advises Jimmy that he is his only real friend. The wizard then offers to help Jimmy. He states that he will help Jimmy achieve his goals, but the wizard advises him that he should make his own choices. The wizard offers to help Jimmy get closer to Tamra. The wizard
tells Jimmy to tell Tamra how he feels about her. Jimmy goes to tell her that he has feelings for her, but Tamra takes him to meet Eric. Tamra's boyfriend is upset when he sees Jimmy talking to Tamra. He makes a rude comment, which upsets Jimmy. Jimmy and Tam 82157476af
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